
Bring your ideas to life
Achieve excellence together



Our management

Patrick Griss, Executive Partner
Dr. Patrick Griss is a co-founder of Zühlke Ventures AG and has worked for Zühlke since 2006. 
Before he moved to Zühlke Ventures in 2010, he was Business Unit Manager in the Product 
Engineering Department. He has been a partner in the Zühlke Group since 2009. From 2002 to 
2006 he managed a development department at Roche Diagnostics. 

Walter Hürsch, Executive Partner
Dr. Walter Hürsch is a co-founder of Zühlke Ventures AG and a member of the group manage-
ment team. He has worked for the Zühlke Group since 1995. In 2000, he was actively involved in 
the Zühlke management buyout, subsequently becoming President of the Board of Directors until 
2007. He was then Manager of the Software Engineering Department until 2010. 

Martin Rutishauser, Executive Partner
Dr. Martin Rutishauser is a co-founder of Zühlke Ventures AG and has worked for Zühlke since 
1998. Before he moved to Zühlke Ventures in 2010, he led the Software Engineering Depart-
ment. Since the Zühlke management buyout in 2000, he has been a partner in the Zühlke Group 
and a member of the Group Management team. 

Experienced guides

High-tech start-ups need a partner who can assess the opportunities 
and risks of products on the market realistically. Zühlke Ventures 
accompany start-ups dependably, maintaining a continuous dialogue. 
We are tightly focussed and concentrate on increasing the company 
value constantly.



The summit in sight with Zühlke Ventures

Zühlke Ventures support high-tech start-ups from early stage to exit.  
We finance ideas that hit the nerve of the market. We evaluate carefully 
before acting, fully aware that there are no guarantees. Our goals are to 
recognize potential, get involved early, limit threats and accept reason-
able risks. The many assets we provide include sound financing, a wealth 
of management and technology experience, and our strong network.

Zühlke – Empowering Ideas
Zühlke works with companies to take their ideas 
to market and help their business achieve 
success. As an independent service provider 
for product and software engineering, manage-
ment consulting, and start-up financing, Zühlke 
has delivered more than 8000 successful 

projects. Founded in 1968, the Zühlke Group 
today has local teams in Austria, Germany, 
Serbia, Switzerland and the United Kingdom.  
In 2013, Zühlke generated CHF 105 million  
in revenue, employing more than 630 staff. 

Our values
Integrity
Our word is our bond. 
We only back projects that we can fully understand and quantify.

Value added
The work we carry out creates lasting economic value. 
We invest our own money and take all the necessary steps to safeguard it.

Outstanding achievement
Ideas implemented for the long term are what drive us. 
We demand a lot from our investments. In return we provide ongoing support and active involvement.



A safe ascent for start-ups

Zühlke Ventures pool, channel and transform strengths. As investors 
we deal with start-ups as equals: We provide support but also have 
high expectations, we accompany founders flexibly from strategy to 
product development to market entry. As active partners, we assist 
management directly and honestly. We turn outstanding ideas into 
marketable products.

Zühlke Ventures accompany high-tech start-ups: 
with entrepreneurial spirit, management experi-
ence and technology expertise. With our know-
how we can accelerate product development and 
shorten the time to market. As an active and 
involved partner we cooperate closely on strate-
gies and planning. We support the management 

team comprehensively with the goal of developing 
the start-up into a company with long-term 
success. We work with entrepreneurially-minded 
founders, whose desire for innovation is greater 
than their pride in a good idea. In this way, we 
create excellence together.

Dr Josef X. Brunner, CEO Swisstom
With the management team of Zühlke Ventures we found motivated 
partners, whose interest went beyond the mere financing of our 
start-up. The success of our partnership is, to a large extent, due to 
the considerable commitment of these people.



A clear perspective for investors

Zühlke Ventures offer investors access to innovative high-tech start-
ups and promising new technologies. As an experienced investor  
in technology, we are adept at calculating risks realistically. We only 
back projects that we can fully understand and quantify. As competent 
sparring partners, we are tightly focussed on accelerating company 
development and reducing time to market.

Zühlke Ventures invest in innovation. As lead 
or co-investor with initial investment volumes 
up to 1.5 million Swiss francs, we commit to 
high-tech start-ups at an early stage. We focus 
on technology the Zühlke Group understands, 
from micro-technologies to IT. Geographically, 
we concentrate on German-speaking markets, 
the UK and the USA. 

We assess our funding projects meticulously and 
contribute not just money, but also our experi-
ence and network, with the aim of crossing 
boundaries, enabling innovation and creating 
value. This makes us the ideal partner for 
co-investors seeking disciplined risk behaviour.

Markus Dutly, Managing Director CADFEM
Zühlke Ventures are distinguished by their professional and intensive 
support, both for start-ups and co-investors. Their valuable network and 
consistent exit strategy are crucial factors for us co-investors in making 
our partnership successful.



Achieving great things together 
With the international Zühlke Group  
network you have the very best prospects

zuhlke.com

Austria

Zühlke Engineering (Austria) GmbH, Vienna
wien@zuehlke.com

Germany 

Zühlke Engineering GmbH, Eschborn (Frankfurt)
frankfurt@zuehlke.com

Zühlke Engineering GmbH, Hamburg
hamburg@zuehlke.com

Zühlke Engineering GmbH, Hanover
hannover@zuehlke.com

Zühlke Engineering GmbH, Munich
muenchen@zuehlke.com

Serbia

Zuhlke Engineering d.o.o., Belgrade
belgrade@zuehlke.com

Switzerland

Zühlke Engineering AG, Bern
bern@zuehlke.com

Zühlke Engineering AG, Schlieren (Zurich)
zuerich@zuehlke.com

Zühlke Management Consultants AG, Schlieren (Zurich)
zuerich@zuehlke.com

Zühlke Ventures AG, Schlieren (Zurich)
ventures@zuehlke.com

United Kingdom

Zuhlke Engineering Ltd, London
london@zuhlke.com
 


